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In this paper, we introduce an equilibrium stochastic model. Since underlying 
state variable affecting economy is unobservable, investors have to obtain their own 
estimation based on available information. During such procedure, it is inevitable that 
their results are contaminated by various kinds of noise signals. Therefore, investors 
cannot be fully confident about their estimation. We model such phenomena through 
incorporating investors’ learning behavior into an equilibrium stochastic volatility 
model. As a source of risk, for investors with recursive preference, it is priced and is 
able to explain variance premium and cross-section index option returns.  
In order to test the model implication, empirically, we construct proxy for 
information uncertainty. Consistent with model intuition, we show that information 
uncertainty as a systematic risk factor is able to explain VIX term structure and 
variance premium term structure. When information uncertainty increases, VIX 
increases. Information uncertainty affects short and long term variance premium term 
structure. 
Information uncertainty can explain the cross-section index option returns. 
Through Fama-Macbeth regression, we find information uncertainty has significant 
negative risk premium in explaining cross-section index option returns. 
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指数上的美式与欧式期权（OEX 与 XEO），标普 500 指数上的欧式期权（SPX），
道琼斯工业平均指数上的欧式期权（DJX）以及纳斯达克 100 指数上的欧式期权
（NDX），还有芝加哥交易所交易个体股票上的 LEAPS 与灵活期权。我国内地
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